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Iron Bow Aims High
for the Air Force
For more than three decades, the U.S. Air Force (USAF) has counted on effective and
innovative IT solutions from Iron Bow Technologies in their mission to fly, fight and win
in air, space and cyberspace. With the future in mind, we work alongside our Air Force
clients to determine the best technologies to facilitate data driven decisions to compete,
deter and win. Enabling mission assurance and resiliency for joint warfighters around the
world, Iron Bow supports every USAF Major Command.
Iron Bow has acquired, designed and integrated full spectrum solutions specific to Air
Force requirements, including:

•

State-of-the-art unified communications, utilizing everything over IP (voice, video,
data) including video teleconference (VTC) and audio-visual displays. Iron Bow has
implemented over 600,000 VoIP and VoSIP phones worldwide.

•

Data center storage, backup/recovery, server consolidations and cloud services
including the introduction of VDI environments for increased capacity for local users
in support of federal, DoD and strategic Air Force initiatives.

•

Information transport nodes to enable the extension of AFNet as well as performed
WAN and LAN upgrades.

•

Extensive multi-disciplined, multi-solution OCONUS IT infrastructure projects for
PACAF, USAFE-AFAfrica, AFCENT and AFSOUTH.

•

Innovative cyber security and threat protection solutions focused on mission
assurance in any environment.

Solutions
Creating a Secure Multi-Cloud Infrastructure with IronTarget
IronTarget™ Reference Architecture powers a hybrid approach to moving legacy technology into
the cloud. It offers a quick and secure route to cloud infrastructures while also providing a single
point of management for the various platforms, making the Air Force “Cloud Smart.”

With IronTarget the Air Force can:

•

Meet cloud mandates by easing into public cloud use. IronTarget is a hybrid cloud with onpremise capability that also bridges to public clouds, allowing workloads to be simply moved
back and forth as needed.

•

Virtualize legacy apps to work in cloud environments. Don’t be forced to retire, rewrite or
refactor legacy applications prior to moving them, IronTarget enables the migration of legacy
workloads to more efficient platforms meeting today’s users’ needs.

•

Improve availability with options for COOP and Disaster Recovery via the cloud or siteto-site replication. Our solution is based on the tried and true hardware technology of a
hyper-converged platform, allowing for extreme scalability and growth, while maintaining
the highest level of performance.

•

Achieve cost/performance optimization. Implemented in a hybrid or multi-cloud model,
applications can be migrated to the most cost efficient platform, moved to where application
performance is optimized, or to the edge when end user experience is critical.

Enabling Secure Collaboration with Hosted Collaboration
Solutions for Defense (HCS-D)
Powered by Cisco, HCS-D was built specifically for Defense agencies to deliver industry leading
collaboration tools with U.S. government level security. Teams can collaborate securely from any
location. Iron Bow’s HCS-D provides industry-leading Cisco Collaboration services—including a
complete suite of enterprise voice, video, messaging and presence, conferencing and mobility
features— reliably enabling users to collaborate how they want, when they want, and on their
devices of choice.
The as-a-service cloud approach reduces complexity for IT Teams and for users who just want
to get their jobs done. It marks a shift from a capital expenditure (CapEx) model to an operating
expense (OpEx) financial model – paying only for what you need while maintaining management
and control as you scale applications and users up or down as needed.
This FedRAMP-Authorized solution allows defense agencies to:

•
•
•
•
•

Improve communication capabilities
Better utilize mobile devices
Meet Cloud Smart mandates
Maintain stringent security standards
Free-up IT resources to focus on mission-impacting technology

Moving to a Software-defined IT Approach
A software-defined architecture is a shift from relying on hardware as the workhorse of IT
systems to the use of software to drive IT. Software-defined Networking (SDN) which originated
in the data center has now extended into the campus with Software-defined Access (SDA).
Additionally, Software-defined WAN (SDWAN) can be a critical piece that provides the security
and efficiencies to optimize how you connect your campus to applications whether they reside in
your private or public cloud. Each of these software-defined approaches help to:

•

Simplify network operations. With SDN you can add more capabilities without adding
complexity. The software-centric approach couples improved tools and intelligence in
the network, changing the paradigm for how a network is operated and managed. The
centralized management automation inherent in SDN reduces operator error, the leading
cause of network outages, and gives IT resources a modern, single pane view of the
network. This simplified networking approach helps to make the network much more
agile and flexible so you can effectively respond to changing needs.

•

Enable a cloud strategy. A software-driven network is fundamental to any cloud related
strategy. Software provides the speed and flexibility to integrate with cloud-based
technologies. SDN allows cloud-based applications and services to operate and be
accessed with the same user experience and operational consistency as if those services
were sitting in your data center.

•

Enhance security capabilities. With SDN you can automate security policies across
all environments as well as enable microsegmentation, moving security closer to the
application rather than the data center, driving a data-centric approach to security. SDN
also allows for automation of complex network changes, reducing operational errors
that can create security gaps.

Adapting Commercial Technology for Classified Use
The Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC) was developed by the National Security
Agency (NSA) Central Security Service (CSS) to enable commercial products to be leveraged
in solutions to protect classified National Security Systems (NSS) information. Iron Bow is a
listed CSfC Trusted Integrator as defined by NSA and is qualified to assemble and integrate
solutions in accordance with CSfC Capability Packages.
Our team is experienced in configuring commercial solutions with layered security to provide
protection for classified data within various applications. By leveraging a CSfC product,
you maintain technical flexibility, provide user-friendly interfaces and functionality often at
lower costs and can potentially save valuable time to delivery.

successful outcomes
iron bow in action
Innovating Data Center Moves
One of Iron Bow’s DoD clients performed a full data center migration utilizing a SDN
solution to streamline the process of connecting the new and old data center. With SDN,
they were able to have tighter controls on access and traffic within the data center. As
part of the move, they reconfigured their servers providing controls on east-west traffic
segmentation, reducing the risk of spreading security threats through the center. This
SDN approach also laid the foundation for a future multi-cloud environment.

Enabling Cloud
As agencies are mandated to plan “Cloud-Smart,” a public cloud will likely not be the
best option. Similarly, building a proprietary private cloud is not the most cost effective,
long-term solution. A Department of Defense client needed to greatly reduce storage
maintenance fees but was not ready to move all storage to the public cloud. IronTarget
enabled them to easily modernize their storage architecture while future-proofing their
investment for future public cloud migrations.

Meeting Modernization Goals
Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC) has several aplications for the Air Force
including the replacement of the aging and difficult to maintain TACLANES to provide
a modern approach to securing and enabling encrypted traffic. With CSfC, devices
are more easily managed and maintained with quicker replacements when needed.
Additionally CSfC can help speed the move to SIPRNet over wireless making secure
wireless for field operations a reality.

Working with Iron Bow
Iron Bow holds a number of significant contract vehicles for DoD to make it easy to get up and
running with our support and services.
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STRONG.
Over 35 years of USAF experience delivering solutions from top-tier
manufacturer partnerships and emerging innovators to every MAJCOM and
theater of operation.

FLEXIBLE.
Regardless of how you consume technology, we can help you innovate. Our
solutions are the right mix of people, process and technology that meet your
unique needs.

TARGETED.
Continuous support for evolving missions, providing the technology that enables
the USAF to remain elite.
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